
The Prepared Environment 



 “ An environment designed to meet the 
child’s need for ‘self-construction’ and to 
reveal his personality and growth to us, 
so that we may assist him in the most 
appropriate manner to accomplish his 
work.” 
      Maria Montessori 



 “No sooner was the child placed in 
this world of his own size than he took 
possession of it. Social life and the 
formation of character followed 
automatically. So what resulted was 
not just the child’s happiness, but the 
child began his work of making a 
man.” 
                       Maria Montessori 





  “The essential thing is for the task to arouse such 
an interest that it engages the child’s whole 
personality…activity freely chosen becomes 
their regular way of living. The healing of their 
disorders is the doorway to this new kind of life. 
Its principle feature never changes. It is 
‘application to work.’ An interesting piece of 
work freely chosen, which has the virtue of 
inducing concentration rather than fatigue, 
adds to the child’s energies and mental 
capacities, and leads him to self-mastery.” 

                                                      Maria Montessori 



Worker 



 Spontaneous Concentration 



Maximum Effort 



Love of Order 



Sociable 



Cooperative and Obedient 



Independent 



Attachment to Reality 



Lover of Nature 



Reflective – Loves Silence 



Joyful 





















 “The child should live in an environment of 
beauty.”  
     Maria Montessori 























































“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” 
    Leonardo da Vinci 

 





























 “Order is one of the needs of life which, 
when it is satisfied, produces a real 
happiness.” 
     Maria Montessori 













































































�  Freedom 
�  Structure and Order 
�  Beauty 
�  Reality and Nature 
�  Social Environment 
�  Intellectual Environment 



�  Safe and secure 
� Centered and calm 
� Ordered and uncluttered 



�  Ready to make choices 
� Able to concentrate 
� Happy and content 
� Aesthetically engulfed 
�  Free to move and communicate 
�  Empowered to act independently – 

master of his environment 
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